MANIFESTO

I, Badal Priyadarshi (150040081), contesting for the post of **Sports Councillor** of Hostel 2, would propose to do the following:

**Initiatives**
- Will push for the completion of boundaries of volleyball and badminton court
- All the major intras will be clubbed as Sports League to promote sports culture in hostel

**Equipment and Maintenance**
- Proper maintenance to ensure equipments are available as and when required
- Ensure that the Pool table and sticks, TT table and Foosball table are in good condition
- Follow up on the maintenance of Volleyball Court and Football field
- Will ensure the proper working of lights of hostel grounds

**General Championship**
- Ensure proper publicity of each and every GC so that people know about the upcoming GCs well in advance.
- Ensure proper trials and/or intras are conducted prior so that we can field our best team
- Ensure that proper practice is done by the team before the GC. Conduct Team Meets to take note of the same.
- Proper refreshments and First Aid Kit would be provided during the GC.
- Ensure that Incentives are given to the Player of the GC
- Negotiate so that the GC timings fall when our players are available

**Intras**
- Conduct Intras for 7 sports namely Football, Cricket, TT, Volleyball, Carom, Pool, and Chess. Intras will be conducted in inter-batch or inter-wing format
- Incentives would be given to the Winners of each Intra

**Miscellaneous**
- Ensure active participation of Sports Council in other Hostel Events
- Ensure that the work load is evenly divided between the secretaries
- Ensure that the Sport Jerseys are ordered for all the enthusiasts
- Ensure screening of major sports events
- Ensure that photos taken during GC matches will be put up on the Lounge wall

**Credentials**
- Sports Secretary Hostel 2 (2016-17)
- Gold in Hockey GC and member of Inter IIT Hockey Camp (2016)